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2018 - Become “Radically Open-Minded”
Jimmy
Steve

I read several terrific books over the
holiday season but my favorite one is
Principles, by Ray Dalio... Mr Dalio
is one the most successful hedge fund
managers of our time... He is best known
for his principles of “radical truth” and
“radical transparency”...
The book Principles is very long, so I will
try to give you the CliffsNotes...
He says that the two biggest obstacles
that we all run into when trying to make
good decisions - are our ego (emotional)
and our blind spots (logical).. Your ego
is your subliminal defensive mechanism
that makes it hard to accept criticism or
mistakes.. And our blind spots are what
I have always explained as “we are all
different from the next guy” - we each see
things in our own way - so if you can’t see
something (because it’s in your blind spot)
then you can’t appreciate what you can’t
see..
Mr Dalio explains it like this: each of us
has two “yous” - a higher-level you (a
logical/conscious you - with blind spots)
which is not aware of our lower-level you
(an emotional/subconscious you - your
ego). So once you realize that your own
two yous are rarely working in concert
with each other, then you begin to see
how difficult it is for your two yous to
deal with other people and their own two
“thems”. (profound!)

Hang in there for a few more minutes.....
If you want to get better at just about
anything in life, you can apply his
principles.. He says that the (only)
way to understand all this is to practice
“radical open-mindedness”. If you are
open-minded to the idea that someone
else might see something better than you
do - and that they may be pointing out real
opportunities (or warnings) - then you are
more likely to make better decisions..
That is a massive oversimplification (heck,
the book is 567 pages), but personally, I
am trying to practice this line of thinking
in every conversation and situation that
I can.. You all know how much I like to
debate - so be prepared for the new Steve
to be “radically different” (radically openminded)!
Let’s apply the “two yous” approach
to what we do - retirement planning.
Investing is emotional: “I think the stock

market is going to continue to rise and I
want to participate” vs logical: “The stock
market has been positive for a record
tying 9 straight years now - hmmm”..
How about an easier one - sports. Betting
on sports is emotional: “I graduated from
Michigan State so we are going to win
this game” vs logical: “We are playing
Alabama who has won the National
Championship in 3 out of the past 4 years
- hmmm”...
Speaking of sports and football remember Joe Theisman, the old superstar
quarterback? He famously said “The
word ‘genius’ isn’t applicable in football.
A genius is a guy like Norman Einstein.”
I hope each one of you will carve-out 45
minutes to come visit with Jimmy and me
to review your portfolio.. Let’s start 2018
off by becoming “radically open-minded”.
We look forward to seeing you soon.

Doesn’t everyone hangout in an ocean pool on Christmas Day? Carly is expecting our
3rd grandson in January (can you pick her out)!
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Enjoying ice cream at dusk on Manly Harbor
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Jimmer with Sammy and Cass.

Someday we shall all stand before Him and give an account.

